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Although Gavriil died in 1690, he became the object of cult veneration in late imperial Russia 
at the end of the 19th century. This period, the golden age of what Eric Hobsbawm called “the 
invention of tradition”, was also a time of rising anti-Semitism and blood accusation in the 
Russian empire. The 1908 service (Small Vespers, Great Vespers, Matins) composed in Gavri-
il’s honor contains numerous quotations and reworkings of the anti-Jewish texts from Byzan-
tine Passion Week, Great Friday in particular. The imagery from Byzantine liturgy provided a 
familiar and resonant template that allowed it to spark associations in the Russian empire be-
tween the revolutions of 1905 and 1917. The Gavriil service prompts the question of whether 
liturgical texts can be held responsible for Christian religious antisemitism. It provides context 
for anxieties focusing on the Jews in late imperial Russia and as a possible background for the 
1911–1913 Beilis blood accusation case. Most historians argue that by the early 20th century, 
the theological underpinnings of antisemitism were replaced by a backlash against the ide-
ologies of liberalism and Marxism, and—in the Russian empire—the greater integration of 
Jews into society as a result of the Great Reforms of Alexander II. The service to Gavriil and 
the persistent tensions during Holy Week, however, shows the enduring importance of the 
religious context in ritual murder trials and accusations, particularly in the Pale of Settlement 
(present-day Belarus and Ukraine). The veneration of Gavriil in the Soviet and post-Soviet 
periods in Poland, Belarus, and beyond, reflects different tensions.
Keywords: blood accusation, ritual murder, Gavriil of Bialystok, Beilis, Ioannikii (Haliatovs-
kii), Antonii (Khrapovitskii) Slutsk, Zabludowa, canonization, saints.
One of the first things the attorneys sought in the Beilis case of 1911–1913, in which 
Mendel Beilis was tried for the ostensible ritual murder of thirteen-year-old Andrei 
Iushchinskii, was an Orthodox Christian cleric who could serve as an expert witness. 
However, they ran into an unexpected difficulty. No such person could be found. In an 
empire covering one-sixth of the earth’s surface with four Orthodox theological academies 
and over a hundred Orthodox seminaries, there was no shortage of educated churchmen. 
And yet not a single one had anything to say about it.
The defense attorney in the Beilis case, O. O. Gruzenberg, turned this into an unex-
pected compliment. It was to the credit of Orthodoxy, he claimed, that not a single Or-
thodox cleric could be found to testify on the previous history of ritual murder: the only 
expert witness in the case was a Polish Catholic priest [1]. This ostensible absence is the 
subject of this paper.
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The charge of ritual murder, also known as ‘blood accusation,’ has a long history. 
Nearly every European country, from England to Poland to Germany, has its own Chris-
tian ‘martyrs,’ usually children, in this category. William of Norwich, who was killed in 
1144, is only the first example [2, p. 515–536; 3–5]. At first glance, Russia is strangely ab-
sent. If one looks up the subject heading ‘blood accusation’ in the Library of Congress, un-
til the nineteenth century there are almost no such headings for Russia; most come from 
Poland, Germany, Bohemia, or England [6]. If one treats the blood accusation as a litmus 
test of anti-Semitism, then Russian Orthodoxy appears to be an anomaly. Indeed, Laura 
Engelstein has argued that Russian anti-Semitism was not a local product, but something 
imported from Europe along with the other attributes of modernity [7].
If there appears to be no indigenous Russian tradition of the blood accusation, where 
did the Beilis case come from? The reason for this, of course, lies in the shape-shifting 
of the Russian empire. Until the partitions of Poland at the end of the 18th century, there 
were almost no Jews in Russia proper. Thus there was literally no possibility for the blood 
accusation to arise. Although the Orthodox Christian liturgical texts of Passion Week are 
not shy about assigning blame to Caiphas and the Sanhendrin, in the absence of concrete 
Jews around the corner who might realistically be blamed, popular imagination did not 
extend as far as the blood accusation. On the other hand, the general idea that symbolic 
blood and bread, meant to be used for ritual purposes, could be inverted and used for 
other means did exist: priests could blame and did blame their Orthodox Christian pa-
rishioners, and Old Believers, too, for using the Eucharist for magical rituals, albeit mostly 
as a love potion [8; 9]. Eugene Avrutin, one of the leading scholars of the ritual murder 
accusation in the Russian empire, notes that “in the Russian empire, the production and 
consumption of accusatory literature on the blood libel lacked the vigor of those works 
produced in early modern Poland” [10, p. 139].
Orthodox Christians who lived in the territory of the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth with the largest Jewish population in Europe—that is, Ukrainians and Belaru-
sians—were a different story. Here we do find two Orthodox phenomena, both from the 
late seventeenth century, that might lead us to the Beilis case. The first East Slavic Or-
thodox theologian to articulate the blood accusation was Archimandrite Ioanikii Hali-
atovskii. His ‘Righteous Messiah’ («Мессия правдивый»), was first published in Polish in 
Chernihiv, and in Ukrainian translation in Kiev in 1669 [11]. In describing various Jewish 
“evil deeds,” Haliatovskii included twelve examples of ritual murder in different European 
countries (taken mostly from Polish and Jewish sources), and adduced four reasons for 
why Jews might need the blood of Christian children:
 • magic,
 • to slip into the food and drink of Christians to gain their goodwill,
 • to free themselves from “stench”,
 • something known supposedly only to rabbis: in a variant of unction, that dying 
Jews were anointed with Christian blood with a ritual incantation to the effect that 
if the crucified Jesus were indeed the real Messiah, this blood would cleanse the 
dying Jew of that guilt and serve to gain eternal life [12].
This curious projection of what Ruthenian Christians imagined about their Jew-
ish neighbors says far more about their own fears and fantasies. Haliatovskii’s book was 
known among clerics at the end of the seventeenth century, but it seems to have affected 
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Old Believers, who were accused of similar atrocities, more immediately than it did Jews. 
Moreover, while it may have helped to form early blood accusation perceptions among 
Russian clerics, it is hard to link it to later blood accusation cases in the Russian empire. 
Another source is more promising. Not long after Haliatovskii’s book, the Eastern 
Slavic Orthodox tradition acquired a martyr from the blood accusation category  — 
St. Gavriil of Bialystok, an Orthodox Christian boy killed at the age of six in 1690. His 
veneration took centuries to develop, and he was canonized locally and only in 1914. 
What happened in the two hundred years after Gavriil’s death, what explains the far later 
date of his liturgical veneration—so close in timing to the Beilis case—and what happened 
to his cult after the Beilis acquittal, is the subject of this article.
Gavriil’s veneration is a valuable case study of what Eric Hobsbawm called “the 
invention of tradition.” His cult arose at a time of rising anti-Semitism and blood accusation 
in the Russian empire. The 1908 service (Small Vespers, Great Vespers, Matins) composed 
in Gavriil’s honor contains numerous quotations and reworkings of the anti-Jewish texts 
from Passion Week, Great Friday in particular [13]. The imagery from Byzantine liturgy 
provided a familiar and resonant template that allowed it to spark associations in the very 
different context of the Russian empire between the revolutions of 1905 and 1917. In a 
broader Orthodox context, the Gavriil service prompts a question dealt with earlier by the 
Roman Catholic Church, of whether liturgical texts can be held responsible for Christian 
religious anti-Semitism [14; 15]. It also provides background for anxieties focusing on 
the Jews in late imperial Russia and for the Beilis blood accusation case. Many historians 
argue that by the turn of the 20th century, the theological underpinnings of antisemitism 
were replaced by a backlash against the ideologies of liberalism and Marxism, and the 
greater integration of Jews into society as a result of the Great Reforms of Alexander II [6, 
p. 7]. While this may be true from the point of view of reception, the service to Gavriil and 
persistent Christian-Jewish tensions during Holy Week show the enduring importance of 
the religious context in ritual murder trials and accusations. 
There is little surviving evidence for any cult or veneration of Gavriil in the first 
century after his death in 1690. In itself, this is not surprising. Both the Russian Orthodox 
and Roman Catholic Churches emphasized enlightenment and decried ‘superstition’ 
throughout much of the eighteenth century [16]. There was also the simple fact that Gavriil 
lived and died in a borderland area that is now Poland. In the eighteenth century in the 
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the Habsburg Empire, there was no constituency 
for him except for the often-beleaguered Orthodox clergy [17]. 
This would change, however, after the late 18th century partitions of Poland and the 
incorporation of the ‘Pale of Settlement’ into the Russian empire. The first mention of 
‘the martyr Gavriil’ in print, a church history published in Russian in 1815, cited records 
from the Trinity Monastery of Slutsk. According to that brief account, Gavriil was born in 
1684 in the village of Zwierki near Zabludowa. In 1690, Gavriil was kidnapped by a Jewish 
lessee (arendator), tortured to death, his body then thrown in the fields to be carrion for 
birds of prey. His parents found his body, had it ‘testified’ (по освидетельствовали по-
гребли) and buried it in the Zabludowa monastery. When in 1746 in the course of another 
burial the body was found to be whole and incorrupt, starting local popular veneration, it 
was transferred to the monastery crypt. On May 9, 1755, the archimandrite of the Trinity 
monastery of Slutsk, Mikhail Kazachinskii, had the body transferred to his own monastery 
[18, p. 149]. In sum, when Gavriil first appeared in the Russian language, he was briefly 
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acknowledged as being the object of a local cult in the Russian empire—far from the all-
imperial veneration accorded to such luminaries as Bishop Dimitri of Rostov (canonized 
1757) or Bishop Mitrofan of Voronezh (canonized 1832). Gavriil made it into this source, 
which dealt primarily with church monuments and architecture, only insofar as he was 
one of many minor, equally remarkable, aspects of the Trinity Monastery of Slutsk.
Two compilations of Russian saints’ lives from 1862 and 1865, however, already re-
fer to Gavriil’s body as ‘relics,’ and include both a kontakion and a verse account of his 
martyrdom in Polish [19, p. 60; 20, p. 517–519]. In itself, this is not surprising. In hagiog-
raphy, later versions of a story often embellish upon an initial laconic mention. Gavriil’s 
vita thus follows familiar practice, but the label of ‘saint’ is more ambiguous than it might 
seem. The word glorified does not refer to a formal canonization: despite later, unsubstan-
tiated accounts claiming an 1820  canonization (the Orthodox Encyclopedia and other 
sources repeat this mistake), Gavriil appears in no list of Russian saints canonized in the 
notoriously canonization-unfriendly Synodal period from 1721 to 1894 [21; 22]. This is 
partly a function of historical circumstance. Precisely because of the structural difficul-
ties with formal, empire-wide canonization, the late nineteenth century saw a host of at-
tempts to compile accounts of local holy people (подвижники благочестия) as potential 
preparation for better times. The Life Accounts of Native Strugglers of Piety (Zhizneo-
pisaniia otechestvennykh podvizhnikov blagochestiia) is the only best-known example 
[23]. Gavriil’s inclusion in compilations of Russian saints, ‘whether venerated locally or 
Church-wide,’ needs to be seen in this climate of local ethnographic, geographic, and hagi-
ographic enthusiasm [24]. Moreover, the 19th century was the golden age of what Eric 
Hobsbawm calls the invention of tradition: in Russia, as in western Europe and Japan, 
religious institutions were inventing or elaborating pedigrees for both people and places, 
like the Valaam monastery [25]. The reigns of Alexander III and Nicholas II were the high 
point of the national myth in politics and the Russian style in church architecture [26]. 
But the presence of a kontakion hymn by the mid-19th century is something tangible and 
serious: it suggests that at some point between 1755 and 1865 some formal, liturgical com-
memoration of Gavriil had already formed and was already in place. The existence of this 
hymn, and its publication, means that the monastery with his relics had taken the trouble 
to create something specific, as opposed to something generic, that might be sung on the 
day of his commemoration. Gavriil had thus reached the first, minimum, baseline marker 
of being included in liturgy. Not yet a full service—far from it—but enough to indicate 
that a saint was considered important enough to have some specifics mentioned in a dedi-
cated liturgical hymn. 
Texts, of course, are not the only indicator of veneration. Before the twentieth century, 
visual depictions of holy figures often appeared before texts, followed by church dedica-
tions [27]. The Pochaev Lavra contains a fresco of Gavriil which appears to date from the 
19th century. Other details also suggest that the cult of Gavriil took on momentum at the 
end of the nineteenth century. In 1893, Archbishop Donat Babinskii-Sokolov ordered that 
all the churches in his diocese have icons with a depiction of the martyr. In 1897, believers 
donated money for a silver case to house Gavriil’s relics. The relics were open, so that the 
wounds on his pierced hands were visible. The Slutsk monastery started to keep a record 
of miracles occurring in front of that reliquary, and the Grodno diocesan news reported 
them, describing Gavriil as a ‘saint’ and ‘martyr.’ The introduction of an annual procession 
from the chapel built on the location of Gabriel’s birthplace to the Slutsk monastery, also 
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meant the broader dissemination of small mass-produced icons of Gabriel in Zabludowa 
parishes [28, p. 200–203].
This veneration did not happen in a void. Translations into Russian from other lan-
guages of the blood accusation started to appear for the first time in the middle of the 19th 
century —and rebuttals as well [29–32]. Blood accusation cases began in the nineteenth 
century1. (Even the celebrated scholar Vladimir Dal’ was reputed to have devoted a vol-
ume to the subject [33], although its authenticity has been called into question [34; 35]). 
The Great Reforms of Alexander II had made it possible for many more Jews to move 
outside the Pale of Settlement and to occupy a more prominent role in society. This meant 
more opportunities—but also more tensions, resulting in such events as the Kishinev po-
grom of 1903. The Revolution of 1905 brought even more opportunities — and tensions 
and violence — to the surface [36].
It is thus not surprising in this climate that one of the leading hierarchs in Volyn’, 
Archbishop Antonii Khrapovitskii, was interviewed in 1905 by a small newspaper in Zhi-
tomir about ritual murder2. Perhaps more surprising was his response. He said that, given 
the punishment meted out to Saul and his descendants in the book of Kings, some con-
temporary variant of ritual murder might exist. He added that if it existed, it should not be 
regarded as a disgusting relic of the past, but a political tactic for maintaining the nation’s 
purity. Finally, and perhaps most sensationally, he added that whether or not ritual mur-
der existed, that was not what Christians ought to be worrying about: the loss of one youth 
or infant out of the 200 million population of Russia, bad though that would be, would 
still be less bad than the general demoralization the Jews were spreading in Christian so-
ciety. And this was one of the most eminent hierarchs who after the Kishinev pogrom had 
argued ardently in defense of the Jewish community and who had held up contemporary 
observant Jews as an example to be emulated by Orthodox Christians [39]. Perhaps partly 
as a reflection of these sentiments, Antonii penned a full service to Gavriil soon after, sub-
mitting it to the Synod on November 23, 1905 [40–42]3..
Veneration of Gavriil grew by leaps and bounds. Monks from the Slutsk monastery 
began to keep records of miracles at his bier. By the beginning of the 20th century, the 
day of his martyrdom, April 20, marked a major annual pilgrimage, attracting as many as 
35,000 people. Part of Gavriil’s relics were brought to Moscow and displayed in a case in 
the Protection Cathedral, more commonly known as St. Basil’s. In 1908–1909, the litur-
gical service for him was finally approved for publication by the Holy Synod [43]. In its 
choice of languages, images, and metaphors, it provides an invaluable context for anxieties 
focusing on the Jews in late imperial Russia and for the Beilis case. 
1 Major blood accusation cases in the Russian empire before the Beilis case included those in Velizh 
(1823), Saratov (1852-1860, involving a particularly large number of people), and Kutaisi (1879) (see [31]).
2 For a detailed examination of the role of both Metropolitan Antonii Khrapovitskii and the Pochaev 
Lavra in the Union of the Russian People, see [37, S. 213–240; 38].
3 Although Antonii is nowhere listed as the writer on the text, on the occasion of Gavriil’s local 
canonization, he was publicly praised for its writing by Mitrofan, Bishop of Minsk and Turov [40], and Priest 
A. Khvalebnov [41]. According to an unpublished dissertation by Hieromonk German (Veinberg), Antonii 
submitted the service to the Synod in November 1905 and followed up with an explanatory note five months 
later, explaining that he had used the existing troparion and kontakion and composed the rest of the service 
on the basis of the Life (personal communication from Aleksandr Kravetsky, June 2019).
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“The Service to the Holy Martyr Infant Gavriil, Martyred in the Year of 
Our Lord 1690 in the City of Bialystok”
As Gavriil was killed on the eve of Easter 1690 — which that year fell on April 20 — 
the date of his veneration coincided with the Paschal period and Passover, typically a 
period of tension among Christians and Jews in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 
(and, after the partitions of Poland, in the Russian empire) [44; 45]. The service drew 
on and fostered those tensions. In many places the text directly evokes and paraphrases 
parts of the Holy Thursday and Friday services of Passion Week. Its overall message is that 
Gavriil is a latter-day Christ figure ‘again’ martyred by Jews. His age is crucial: he was not 
yet seven when he died, and thus ‘innocent’. This innocence and lack of guile are held up as 
an example to contemporary Russians who might be tempted by the wiliness of the “Jews 
and those like them”.
The first sticheron of the Gavriil service sets the stage. As Christ was preparing to 
drink from the cup of His passion, it says, He told his disciples that if they were not as 
innocent as children, they could not enter the kingdom of heaven (“Аще не обратитеся 
и не яко младенцы незлобивіи пребудете, не можете въ царствіе небесное внити: 
сице научает други своя Христосъ, имже чашу страстей своихъ овѣщавает пити”). 
Gabriel did take up this salvific cup through his martyrdom, and thus earned boldness to 
pray for the salvation of other Christians in the Russian empire. The stichera following ex-
plicitly parallel and paraphrase those from Passion Week.
Service to Gavriil: “Стекается соборище иудейское/от Бреста же и Бѣлостока,/да 
непорочнаго младенца мукамъ предаетъ: / о безаконныхъ, о неверныхъ!..” [43, p. 2]
The assembly of the Jews gathers together from Brest to Bialystok to deliver to tor-
ment the immaculate infant. What lawlessness! What faithlessness!4 
Compare to Great and Holy Thursday: “Стекается прочее соборище иудейское, / да 
содѣтеля и зиждителя всяческихъ Пшату предастъ: / о безаконныхъ, о невѣрныхъ!..” 
[46, p. 442].
The assembly of the Jews gathers together to deliver to Pilate the Maker and Creator 
of all. What lawlessness! What faithlessness! 
Service to Gavriil: “Ужас бе видѣти/родителем младенческое тело лютѣ 
истерзанно на нивѣ посреде псов аки стражей вѣрных лежащее/из негоже всю 
кровь мучители извлекоша / и кожу его повсюду прободоша…” [43, p. 6].
A strange horror it was for parents to see their infant’s body mutilated in the field 
among hounds lying like faithful guards, from which the tormenters drew out all his blood 
and pierced his skin…the sun was darkened and the day was changed unto night. 
Compare to Great and Holy Friday: “Ужасъ бе видѣти/небесе и земли творца на 
крест висяща,/ солнце померкшее, / день же паки въ нощь преложшшся…”
A strange horror it was to see the maker of Heaven and earth suspended on the 
cross…the sun was darkened and day was changed into night [46, p. 446].
After the 50th Psalm, a lengthy stikhira paraphrases two key Holy Friday texts, “Today 
Judas leaves the Teacher” and “Today Hangs Upon the Wood” (“Днесь Иуда оставляетъ 
Учителя и пріемлетъ діавола” and “Днесь виситъ на древѣ”).
Service to Gavriil: “Днесь льстивными словеса младенецъ из  дома отча 
изводится, днесь неповинная того кровь проливается и  въ подземная святый 
4 Unless otherwise noted, all translations are the author’s.
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Гавріилъ отъ іудей заключается, и  мучителей сонмище собирается, днесь совѣтъ 
злобы исполняется и лютой смерти отроча предается…”
Today a child is lured from his father’s home with lying words, today his innocent 
blood is shed. The holy Gabriel is covered with earth by the Jews, and the assembly of 
tormenters gather together. Today the council of malice is fulfilled, and the child is given 
over to a cruel death… [47, p. 102]
Compare to its models in Great and Holy Friday Matins:
Днесь Иуда оставляет Учителя и приемлет диавола, ослепляется страстию сре-
бролюбия, отпадает Света омраченный: како бо можаше зрети, Светило продавый на 
тридесятих сребреницех? Но нам возсия Страдавый за мир..
Днесь Иуда притворяет благочестие и отчуждается дарования, сый ученик бы-
вает предатель: во обычном лобзании лесть покрывает, и предпочитает Владычния 
любве, несмысленно работати сребролюбию, наставник быв соборища беззаконна-
го… 
Днесь висит на древе, Иже на водах землю повесивый;
венцем от терния облагается, Иже Ангелов Царь;
в ложную багряницу облачается, одеваяй небо облаки;
заушение прият, Иже во Иордане свободивый Адама
гвоздьми пригвоздися Жених Церковный;
копием прободеся Сын Девы… [46, p. 443, 446, 452, 474, 474ob.]
These are only three examples: the entire service is full of such analogies and direct 
paraphrases. The explicit parallels between Gabriel’s service and those from Holy Friday, 
often using the same tone as the prototype, would have heightened the effect for those pre-
sent: Gavriil’s martyrdom was a latter-day version of the Passion of Christ. By drawing on 
the existing rich imagery of Passion Week, the service to Gavriil emphasizes the theme of 
the nefarious Jews plotting against an innocent Christian and seeks to apply it to the ‘pre-
sent,’ whether the 17th century or the twentieth. The last sticheron at the end of the Praises 
makes the connection clear: “While Christians were celebrating the week of the Passion of 
Christ, and preparing their souls to greet Holy Pascha, the child Gabriel was subjected to 
suffering by the Jews, and, crucified on the wall of a dark cellar for the crucified Savior, he 
shed his blood as the day of the Lord’s resurrection arrived. His spirit departed unto Christ 
in the mansions of Heaven, but the Jews cast his body out beyond the village. Yet, remain-
ing incorrupt even to this day, it proclaimeth the general resurrection…” [47, p. 106].
Imperial-era Russian Orthodox hymnography had rarely gone so far. In one respect, 
however, Archbishop Antonii’s Gavriil service showed some liturgical tact. Despite its ex-
plicit parallels to Passion Week, it was not meant to be celebrated on Passion Week itself. 
The rubrics for the service specified that, if in any given year April 20 happened to co-
incide with any of the first four days of Passion Week, Gavriil’s service was to be moved 
to Palm Sunday (which conveniently had plenty of its own references to “the children of 
Israel” first shouting ‘Hosanna’ and then ‘crucify Him’). If it fell on the last days of Holy 
Week or Easter itself, it was to be moved to Bright Monday, unless that was St. George’s 
Day, in which case to Bright Tuesday [48]. So, while the service exploited Passion Week 
imagery, it did not actually intrude upon Passion Week itself, nor on the celebration of a 
universally revered saint.
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This ultimate separation of Gabriel from Passion Week suggests that the service was 
perhaps meant less to serve a liturgical function than a political one. And that was to re-
inforce Orthodox Christian identity in a historically contested, multi-confessional area, 
labelling Jews as historical enemies. The third troparion in Ode VI begins with, “The Or-
thodox Christians who live around thy monastery endured much persecution at the hands 
of Jews and heretics…” This phrase would have meant little in central Russia, but had 
resonance in western Belarus and Ukraine: both were close to the border of the Catholic 
Habsburg Empire; the Pochaev Dormition Lavra had been under Greek Catholic control 
between 1720 and 1831. The text continues: “…yet, mindful of thy [Gavriil’s] stand for 
the true Faith, they [the Orthodox Christians] in nowise fell away from the glorification 
of the true God and thine intercession.” The text at the Litya enjoins Gavriil, who has 
“denounced Judaic foolishness through [his] bodily incorruptibility” (“безуміе іудейское 
нетлѣніемъ твоего тѣлесе обличилъ еси,”) to strengthen “us” against faithlessness and 
heresy (“насъ противу невѣрія и ереси молитвами твоими укрѣпи”): “By your spilled 
blood, O Gabriel, the unrighteousness of the Jews is shamed and [their] heretical delusions 
exposed” (“Изліянною твоею кровію, Гавріиле…іудейское нечестіе посрамляется”). 
It dwells on the ghastliness of his being first tortured, then crucified “and pierced many 
times” (“ребра ему оружіемъ многажды прободоша”). “The Jews” wished to mock, ne-
gate, and invert Christ’s passion, but are now themselves mocked and negated by Gavriil’s 
passion, whereas Gavriil is enjoined to “affirm faith in Christ among the Russian people” 
(“вѣру Христову въ россійстѣхъ людехъ утверди”). In this service, faith defines na-
tionality; Orthodoxy defines Russianness. 
Perhaps the strongest statement comes in the 9th ode: “Now, too, as before be an in-
tercessor for the Russian people before the Lord: then Christians underwent torture from 
Jews and heretics, now from both groups they are subjected to intense temptations…” (“И 
нынѣ…о народѣ россіистѣмъ буди пред Господомъ предстатель, якоже древле: тогда 
бо отъ іудей и еретикъ мученія Христіане пріимаху, нынѣ же отъ обою соблазномъ 
вдаются лютѣ…”) [43, p. 17]. In both cases, early Christians and the contemporary Rus-
sian Christian narod are portrayed as passive (“innocent”) victims of the crafty Jews and 
heretics. Gavriil is urged to help such passive Russians to overcome their lukewarm na-
tures and perhaps by implication become more militant via repentance (“хладныя души 
покаяніемъ сокрушаяй”). 
Other liturgical elements are used as well. Gavriil is compared to the Maccabee mar-
tyrs commemorated by the Jews on Hanukkah and the Orthodox at the beginning of the 
Dormition Fast on August 1 (but ‘was made like unto them by the murderous action of 
their unworthy kin’) [43]. This is one of numerous attempts to present contemporary Or-
thodox Christians as the ‘true’ heirs of righteous Jews, and contemporary Jews as breakers 
of their own tradition. The one place where Gavriil’s killers are appealed to as pious Jews 
is in troparion 2, Ode VII, when the service asks: “Can ye fail to understand, o ye ungodly 
Jews, that ye make the God of your fathers your enemy when ye cruelly torture His inno-
cent creature, thinking that by such ye would render Him service, O mindless ones?” [47, 
p. 105]. By evoking Herod and the slaughter of the innocents from the liturgical period 
after Christmas, the service prompts another image of an adult plotting the slaughter of 
small children—something that might have served handily in putting Mendel Beilis on 
trial for the murder of Andrei Iushchinskii.
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Finally, the service emphasizes the lower-class background of Martyr Gabriel’s likely 
intended audience. His mother Anna is “humble-minded,” his father Peter is “industri-
ous.” Consider the second troparion, Ode III: “The Lord is close to the poor and the af-
flicted, for, having permitted the ungodly to take a child from poor parents, he glorifieth 
the childless more than the kings of the earth, and kings and hierarchs bend their knees 
in prayer before their offspring.” The implicit suggestion is that because Gabriel is now 
(1908) the object of a cult in imperial Russia, his parents are belatedly receiving the honor 
they never had in their lives. In short, the service to martyr Gabriel was an attempt to ap-
ply Orthodox liturgy to politics in borderland areas and appeal to a lower-class Orthodox 
Christian audience with long memories of being treated as third-class citizens. Although 
Metropolitan Antonii (Vadkovskii) tried to tone down some of the phrases, changing “O 
Jewish foolishness—the irrational dogs were wiser than you,” to “O Jewish foolishness—
the irrational dogs who exposed you were witnesses;” and “Gavriil the infant takes on his 
passion from the Jews” to “Gavriil the infant takes on his passion for Christ,” he did not 
succeed5.
Legacy and influence
This service to Gavriil, and the cult of Gavriil in general, may have both reflected 
and helped to form Orthodox Christian attitudes to Jews in the Russian empire. Did they 
contribute to a climate making the Beilis case possible? The answer to this is not obvious. 
The service clearly made enough hierarchs nervous that they tried to minimize its reach 
and to limit it only to local veneration—the practice with other saints approved for local 
veneration in the last decades of the empire [22, p. 312; 24, p. 355]. The Gavriil service 
was not included in the standard mineia collection of daily services, published in twelve 
volumes with one for each month, so its reach across the empire was limited—perhaps 
deliberately so6. Gavriil was not one of the saints in the Supplementary Mineia published 
in 1909, which included St. Feodosii of Chernigov, St. Serafim of Sarov, St. Job of Pochaev, 
and St. Tikhon of Voronezh [50]. It is not clear, in fact, if the service to Gavriil was ever 
conducted outside Minsk, Pochaev, and Slutsk.
It was a different matter in the Pale of Settlement. In May 1914, in the very same is-
sue as it reported the local canonization of Gavriil, the Minsk Diocesan News printed an 
appeal for building a church on the grave of “the Christian martyr of our day” — Andrei 
Iushchinskii, the victim in the Beilis case [51]. One could hardly point to a more obvi-
ous attempt to channel Gavriil. Whether its reach was local or empire-wide, however, the 
renewed attention paid to ‘martyr Gavriil’ at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning 
of the twentieth centuries suggests that the cult both responded to and helped to foster a 
climate conducive to Orthodox Christians being prepared to admit the possibility of ritual 
murder of Christian children by their Jewish neighbors. The texts and images created in 
accusations of ritual murder—in this case, the cult of Martyr Gavriil and its liturgy — re-
vealed social and religious tensions in a rapidly modernizing society and helped to estab-
lish and institutionalize the notion in years to come [52; 53, p. 243]. As Robert Weinberg 
5 Unpublished dissertation of Hieromonk German (Veinberg) shared by Aleksandr Kravetsky in a 
personal communication, June 30, 2019.
6 By contrast, the service commissioned by Peter I on the occasion of the 1709  Russian victory at 
Poltava was prescribed to be served in every Orthodox church in the empire down through 1917. See [49].
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noted, among non-Jews as well as Jews in the Russian Empire, the Beilis trial was “a strug-
gle of two irreconcilable ways of perceiving and living in the world.” There were those who 
thought that ritual murders could not exist “in the century of trams and airplanes” — and 
those who were convinced that the Jews were behind the evils of modernity. This is not to 
speak of those who continued to use amulets, incantations, chain letter prayers, incanta-
tions, and stolen hosts for magic purposes: in this mental universe, ritual murder did not 
appear to be a stretch. It was perfectly possible “for irrational fears to coexist with reason 
and rational thought.” The service to Martyr Gavriil fostered those fears, and gave them 
Church sanction [53; 54, p. 240, 250].
There are some differences, however. While the Beilis case crystallized notions of Jew-
ish identity in the Russian Empire, as the Tiszaeszlár case did in Hungary, there does not 
seem to be abundant evidence that the cult of Gavriil extended much beyond its environs 
in Pochaev and Slutsk. And in Russia there was no single visual counterpart of Gavriil to 
the portrait of the ostensible Hungarian victim, Eszter Solymosi7. But the region around 
Pochaev was more important than we might think. Faith Hillis and others have argued 
that Pochaev and Volyn’, and right-bank Ukraine generally, were the core of a powerful 
Russian nationalist movement at the turn of the twentieth century. Claiming to restore the 
ancient customs of the East Slavs, the southwest’s Russian nationalists sought to empower 
the ordinary Orthodox residents of the borderlands and to diminish the influence of their 
non-Orthodox minorities. As Hillis shows, by the first decade of the twentieth century, 
Pochaev’s local nationalists secured a leading role in local mass politics. By 1910, with help 
from sympathetic officials in St. Petersburg, right-bank activists expanded their sights be-
yond the borderlands, hoping to spread their nationalizing agenda across the empire [55]. 
Anti-Semitism was among the means at their disposal. Thus it is not surprising that the 
cult of Gavriil took root precisely there: it was a potentially powerful tool for the modern 
nationalists’ goals. 
When Gavriil was locally canonized in Slutsk in 1914, the Minsk Diocesan News 
printed on its front pages both the telegram from Antonii, Archbishop of Volyn’, remind-
ing Nicholas II that only the Autocratic Rulers of the Russian land served as protectors of 
“long-suffering Belorussia,” and Nicholas II’s cordial response. An image of “holy martyr 
Gavriil of Slutsk” flanked by St. Lavrentii and the holy hierarch Kirill of Turov appeared on 
the first page of the paper’s unofficial section (an earlier issue had urged every household 
to display such an icon of the local saints of Minsk) [56]. In his greeting to Archbishop An-
tonii of Volyn on the occasion of the canonization, Bishop Mitrofan of Minsk compared 
him to St. John Chrysostom for his eloquence in composing the service and emphasized 
the “from time immemorial Russian and Orthodox” nature of the Belorussian land. In 
his response, Antonii noted that “this sacred place [Gavriil’s shrine] had been until re-
cently all but forgotten,” and that Gavriil’s relics should “unite all believers of the southern 
and western lands like members of one family.” Repeating themes from the service he 
wrote in 1908, he noted that the Russian intelligentsia had fallen away from understand-
ing Orthodoxy, but that the pure, martyred Gavriil embodied the best characteristics of 
the Belorussian “tribe” (note that he did not use the word nation): “patience, humility, and 
meekness.” In praising the thousands of local Orthodox Christians who gathered for the 
canonization, the article’s writer noted how gratifying it was to see that their presence and 
7 For a discussion of the Russian exhibition and reception of the painting of Esther’s murder in impe-
rial Russia, see [52].
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enthusiasm showed that “the hearts of the Belorussians, pressured by Poles and Jews, still 
contain Russian Orthodox consciousness and religious feeling. It is necessary only to feed 
these feelings more often, and local holidays like this do just that” [40]. In greeting Antonii 
during the canonization, Priest A. Khvalebnov not only praised his authorship of the ser-
vice, but also noted how successfully Antonii had rebutted the “thoughtless blasphemies 
concerning Gavriil permitted in Kiev” [41].
Not surprisingly given its connection to modern anti-Semitism, and to modern Or-
thodoxy in the service of modern nationalism, the cult of Gavriil would prove deadly for 
some of his devotees after the October revolution of 1917. Serving molebens to Gavriil in 
front of his Moscow reliquary, for example, helped to get prot. Ioann Vostorgov, the Dean 
of St. Basil’s, arrested in 1918. The presiding judge at another trial, connected with the 
veneration of Gavriil, declared the use of his troparion and kondakion hymns to be “hate-
ful and counter-revolutionary” [57]. Vostorgov became one of the first new martyrs and 
confessors of Russia. In 1919, numerous experts including Simon Dubnov joined the new 
Commission for Investigating Blood Libel Materials. The ‘Ateist’ publishing house printed 
a denunciation of ritual accusation explicitly linking Gavriil with the Beilis affair: it was 
called “The Holy Youth Gavriil: a medieval Beilisade” [58]. In the 1920s, the Soviet au-
thorities killed the woman who initially brought the charge against Beilis, and vigorously 
prosecuted any accusations or discussions of Jews and ritual murder [59].
Perhaps because the Bolsheviks went after those who honored Gavriil, some of those 
who resisted the Bolsheviks chose to champion Gavriil even more. Gavriil, along with St. 
Afanasii, was one of two martyrs associated with the town of Brest to be included in the 
service to All Saints of Russia, revived and rewritten during the Council of 1917–1918 to 
reflect Bolshevik attacks on Orthodox Christianity [60]. Gavriil then continued to follow 
the vagaries of Soviet and post-Soviet rule. In the 1930s, the Slutsk monastery was closed; 
Gavriil’s relics were transferred to the Museum of Atheism in Minsk. After the Nazi Ger-
man invasion of Belarus, Gavriil’s relics were returned to the Slutsk monastery. When the 
Germans retreated in 1944, they helped organize the transferal of Gavriil’s relics from 
Minsk to Grodno to the church of the Protection of the Mother of God. A brief mention of 
Gavriil, along with all anti-Soviet references, was stricken from the revived but bowdler-
ized service to All Saints of Russia in the late 1940s. In a 1975 interview, Father Alexander 
Men’ expressed the hope that Gavriil and several other saints might be ‘decanonized,’ as 
had happened in Roman Catholic practice during Vatican II in 1965 with such martyrs of 
blood accusation as Simon of Trent and Hugh of Lincoln [61].
However, this did not happen. In 1992, Gavriil’s relics were transferred to the Pol-
ish Orthodox Church. They are now in the St. Nicholas Cathedral in Bialystok. Zwierki, 
the village that is Gavriil’s birthplace, has a church dedicated to Martyr Gavriil. Despite 
several protests by the US Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, Gavriil is 
now an honored local saint among the Belarusian Orthodox in Poland, although slightly 
less so in Belarus itself. As at the start of the twentieth century, Gavriil seems to serve as 
a symbol of native Orthodox identity in a border region where Orthodoxy is a minority 
more than because of any specific details of his life [62]. Because of his age, he was dubbed 
the patron of the brotherhoods of Orthodox youth. Still, given that the population of Bia-
lystok in 1936 was 50.9 % Roman Catholic, 42.6 % Jewish, and 8.2 % Orthodox, while in 
2019  it is 97 % Polish and 2.5 % Belarusian — and that the entire Jewish population of 
Zabludow was killed at Treblinka in November 1942 — the service’s references empha-
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sizing Orthodox Christian victimhood at the hands of Jews are more than incongruous. 
This may be why the Polish Autocephalous Orthodox Church, the Belarusian Exarchate 
of the Moscow Patriarchate, and churches based in the United States removed the refer-
ences to Jewish “murderers” from the vita, replacing them with ‘adepts of a satanic sect,’ 
and emphasizing only God’s Providence in preserving the boy’s body incorrupt and the 
healings of children at his relics [63–67]. The sole reference to Gavriil in the text of the 
service to all the saints of Belarus’ is an easy-to-miss troparion in Ode VII of the canon: 
“Enduring as an infant great torments from Jews repugnant to God, thou has become like 
a Heavenly Angel, o passion-bearer Gabriel; pray now for the all the children of our land” 
[68]. These attempts at softening tensions, however, pale next to the fact that the minea 
editions published in 1978–1989 and 2002 — that is, publications meant for the use of 
the entire Russian Orthodox Church — both contain the service with all the references 
to Jews as killers still present [48]. This may be the reason why it was included among the 
services of the Russian Orthodox Church of Russia in the English translation of its minea 
[47]. This enshrined liturgical commemoration is more serious than the service’s reach on 
independent websites. 
It should be noted, however, that in both cases, Martyr Gavriil appears third in rank 
for April 20. It would therefore be simple for a parish priest to opt for another, more 
highly-ranked saint for that day (St. Fedor Trikhina or St. Aleksandr Oshenevskii, both 
monks — prepodobnye). Other official websites preserve the original wording of both the 
troparion and kontakion and the Life, including such phrases as “You, o holy infant Gabri-
el, for the sake of the One Stabbed by the Jews for our sake was viciously stabbed by them,” 
and “O Martyr of Christ Gabriel, you were seized by true beasts — Jews” [69]. It is thus 
hard to claim that veneration of Gavriil is innocent. Although Patriarch Kirill was careful 
to emphasize Gavriil’s local cult on his visit to Poland in August 2012, his veneration of the 
relics as such prompted criticism in the progressive Russian-language press [70]8. 
When ritual murder charges resurface in Orthodox Christianity, the spectre of 
Gavriil is again evoked. The 1979 murder of a Greek Orthodox monk in Israel by a men-
tally unstable observant Jew, and the monk’s subsequent canonization in 2009, prompted 
both accusations of ritual murder in popular literature and liturgy, though not in the of-
ficial statements of the Jerusalem Patriarchate. In recounting the vita and martyrdom of 
(St.) Monk Philoumenos, unofficial Belarusian Orthodox publications explicitly connect-
ed him to Gavriil of Bialystok; in adding Philoumenos to its own lists of saints in 2010, the 
Moscow Patriarchate mentioned only that “fanatics of other faiths” committed the murder 
[72; 73]9. Early twenty-first century inhabitants of former shtetls with lively associations 
and recollections of blood accusation did not once mention Gavriil, though the tropes of 
Christ and the Eucharist persisted [75].
We can thus propose the following conclusions.
The cult of Gavriil of Bialystok arose initially in the context of Uniate/Orthodox/
Jewish tensions in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and remained a strictly local 
phenomenon in present-day Belarus and western Ukraine until the end of the nineteenth 
century.
8 “But see the reportage of the same subject by the official organ of the Moscow Patriarchate: [71].
9 For an account of the ritual murder theme in the martyr accounts of St. Philoumenos, including a 
brief discussion of Gavriil, see [74].
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The modernization in the Russian Empire sparked by the Great Reforms of Alexan-
der II, and the emphasis on Russian nationalism by Alexander III and Nicholas II, led to 
heightened confessional and ethnic tensions and to a flowering of the cult of Gavriil in a 
borderland area crucial in the articulation of modern, anti-Semitic nationalism.
The 1917 revolution — that is, the apparent triumph of secular modernity — led to a 
condemnation of blood accusation, and to an explicit, negative linkage of St. Gavriil with 
the Beilis case. 
Despite numerous protests, and despite the fading of the resonance of blood accu-
sation, the cult of St. Gavriil of Bialystok is still with us — among Belarusian Orthodox 
Christians, especially in Poland, primarily on national grounds, and elsewhere primar-
ily because of anti-Semitism or inertia. Thus, although blood accusation was strongest 
when linked to other processes connected to modernity and mass politics, when linked 
to religious veneration, modern folklore, and nationalism, blood accusation can and does 
persist to our day.
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«Mученик» Гавриил Белостокский скончался в 1690 году, но стал объектом почитания 
только в  конце XIX  в. Этот период, ставший золотым веком для «изобретения тра-
диций» (Эрик Хобсбаум), в Российской империи был отмечен также ростом антисе-
митизма и обвинений в ритуальных убийствах. Служба, составленная в честь Гаврии-
ла в 1908 г. — малая вечерня, великая вечерня, утреня, — содержит множество цитат 
и  переработанных отрывков антисемитского характера из  служб Страстной Неде-
ли, в  частности Великой пятницы. В  византийской литургии мы находим знакомые 
и очень характерные мотивы, позволяющие провести параллель с ситуацией, которая 
сложилась в Российской империи между революциями 1905 и 1917 гг. Служба Гаври-
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илу заставляет задуматься о том, в какой степени литургические тексты повлияли на 
возникновение христианского религиозного антисемитизма. Кроме того, она позволя-
ет понять, почему в позднеимперской России с евреями было связано столько тревог 
и как стало возможным дело Бейлиса (1911–1913), в основе которого лежал кровавый 
навет. Большинство историков утверждают, что к началу ХХ в. религиозные основы 
антисемитизма сменились отрицательной реакцией на появление либеральной и марк-
систской идеологий, а в Российской империи — также на ускорившуюся интеграцию 
евреев в русское общество вследствие Великих реформ Александра II. Однако служба 
Гавриилу и  непрекращающиеся инциденты во время Страстной недели показывают, 
что религиозная составляющая ритуальных убийств и обвинений сохраняла свое зна-
чение. Почитание Гавриила в Польше, Белоруссии и Литве в советский и постсовет-
ский период свидетельствует о существовании различных источников напряженности. 
Ключевые слова: кровавый навет, ритуальное убийство, Гавриил Белостокский, дело 
Бейлиса, Слуцк, Иоанникий (Галятовский), Антоний (Храповицкий).
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